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efficient. The section to be adopted, however, depends also on other
considerations. The minimum permissible side slope depends on the
character of the soil, and varies from o to i in rock to 1*5 to i in ordinary
loamy soil, and 2 to i in loose sandy soil. In loose soil a concrete lining
enables side slopes of i to i to be used, and, by preventing erosion of the
banks, enables higher velocities of flow to be adopted, while the increased
smoothness of the channel enables these velocities to be attained without
any greater loss of head. In such a case a concrete-lined channel may be
cheaper than one which is unlined.
Velocity of Flow in Open Channels.—The permissible velocity of
flow depends on the tendency to erosion of the sides and bed.
Experiment shows that the safe velocity increases with the depth. For
medium depths in light soil a mean velocity of from 1-2 to 1-8 f.s. is safe,
while in firm loamy soil the safe velocity is from 3-0 to 3-5 f.s. On firm
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well-rammed gravel this may be increased to between 5 and 7 f.s. In a
concrete-lined channel faced with cement, the maximum safe velocity with
water which carries solid material in suspension is about 9 f.s. A higher
velocity wears and roughens the bottom until this roughness reduces the
velocity sufficiently to prevent further erosion. With a brick or dry-laid
heavy rubble channel the velocity should not exceed 15 f.s. Any higher
velocity necessitates a carefully-laid facing of heavy masonry with cemented
joints.
Distribution of Velocity in an Open Channel.—The distribution
of velocity in a straight channel depends somewhat upon the mean velocity.
The maximum velocity is found near the centre and in general below the
surface, even with a down-stream wind. Its depth usually varies from
•ih to -4/2, where h is the depth of the stream. The curves of fig. 9 show
typical contours of equal velocity, and the distribution of velocity in a series
of verticals in a rectangular channel. Fig. 10 shows the results of a series
of gaugings on a concrete channel 16 ft. wide. These curves show the
variations of velocity in a vertical plane. The effect of an increase in mean
velocity in raising the filament of maximum velocity is well shown by these
curves.

